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Rethinking electricity market design:  
time for change in changing times? 

 
AFRY Management Consulting has been working alongside Energy Systems Catapult 
(ESC) on their Rethinking Electricity Markets initiative, which is developing proposals for 
reforming electricity markets so that they best enable innovative, efficient, whole energy 
system decarbonisation. 

Why think about electricity market design now? 

Decarbonisation, decentralisation and digitalisation are driving a profound change in GB’s 
electricity resource mix.  Renewable capacity already accounts for around one-third of the 
mix and is set for further substantial growth.  Distribution-connected, micro-scale and 
behind-the-meter generation are becoming more prominent, driving activity down the 
voltage levels.  Rapid advances in IT and comms are enabling aggregation of demand 
side resources, increasing the scope for demand side flexibility to be accessed and 
allowing for greater controllability of demand.  This transition is expected to deliver greater 
demand flexibility and responsiveness and, from a supply side perspective, to result in a 
generation fleet with less flexibility, less predictability and less controllability.   

Why is this important?  

In any market design, there is a need to provide clear signals about the most efficient way 
to operate and develop (invest in) the system.  The anticipated shifts in resource mix, 
flagged above, will change the dynamics of how signals are formed and may highlight 
weaknesses in the current market design.  Getting an appropriate response to short-term 
conditions relies on appropriate and visible near-term price signals.  In turn, having the 
right resources available to respond to the short-term conditions relies on provision of 
signals to support investment decisions to deliver an appropriate resource mix.  There is, 
therefore, a need for ‘good’ market signals that reflect the true value to the system of 
different resource types, with different characteristics.  This cycle is illustrated in Figure 1.  
If there are shortcomings in short-term price signals, this cycle can breakdown. 

Figure 1 – Signals needed for delivering and operating in envisaged future mix 

 

Market signals need to capture multiple dimensions of value/cost to the system, which we 
summarise into five components, or the ‘5Cs’, as illustrated in Figure 2.  Different market 
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designs take different approaches to these components.  For example, energy only 
markets combine commodity and capacity value in the wholesale price, whereas markets 
with capacity mechanisms split these elements.  As another example, nodal or zonal 
markets include congestion value within the wholesale price, while national markets do 
not. 

Figure 2 – 5Cs framework for value 

 

The anticipated future resource mix will change the dynamics of the system and shift the 
emphasis more towards aspects of value that relate to real time capability and location.  
However, the current market design has potential weaknesses in achieving this.  For 
example, as market participants stack revenues across multiple sources to support project 
economics, securing capacity value up front can reduce revenue requirements from the 
later occurring energy and balancing services markets, potentially dampening prices and 
signals of value in them. 

What could future framework look like? 

One potential route for achieving ‘good’ market signals in this context is through a 
framework built on short-term price dynamism and market driven solutions, as presented 
in Figure 3.  This places strong emphasis on having market signals that can dynamically 
reflect value at different times and include locational differentiation.  These signals are 
supported by a set of overarching obligations relating to cross energy-vector carbon 
intensity and reliability.  This framework places decentralised decision making, based on 
market driven responses to dynamic market signals and obligations, at the centre of 
market operation.   
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Figure 3 – Potential future framework 

 

Focus on enhancing near-term price signals 

With greater variability in generation and potential for demand flexibility, the need for 
accurate short-term signals to allow for efficient short-term operation is expected to 
increase.  Improving near-term price signals linked to actual market operation could 
improve their ability to reflect value and in turn drive investment in an optimised mix of 
technologies, reducing the need for additional measures.  To deliver on this, the suggested 
focus is to enhance value reflection through dynamic short-term pricing.  In support of 
this goal, the following initiatives can be progressed: 

 make market operation more temporally granular and as close to real-time as 
possible; and 

 ensure prices better reflect the value of scarcity. 

These types of development will create volatility in the near-term markets, which 
necessitates complementary innovation in the development of trading and risk 
management tools that suit this environment.  Market-led development of trading and risk 
management approaches may be stimulated by this increase in volatility. 

Additionally, increased alignment across markets on near-term price signals should help to 
reduce the potential for market decisions and value available in short-term markets to be 
unduly influenced or dampened by co-existence of value streams that are accessible over 
longer timescales. 

Locational dimension becoming more relevant 

There are indications that the locational element is becoming more relevant for market 
operation, across the voltage levels.  Firstly, there is greater decentralisation of the 
resource mix in the electricity sector and its location has significance for market and 
system operation.  Looking cross-vector, location is clearly also an important dimension for 
heat and transport related demand in the context of increased electrification.  Secondly, 
alongside growing decentralisation in the resource mix, large scale and often 
geographically remote projects, such as offshore wind, continue to form an important part 
of the mix.  These types of development may mean that we should expect greater 
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variability in locational constraints and more competition for resources to alleviate these.  
However, under the current market there is a risk that resources will be used inefficiently 
and could potentially exacerbate some constraints. 

Various models of locationally differentiated market pricing are in operation in other 
markets, with variants of nodal pricing in place in New Zealand and New York and zonal 
pricing in operation in Nord Pool.  Furthermore, there is a process embedded within the 
Capacity Allocation and Congestion Methodology (CACM) for addressing this but it may be 
too slow and reactive to allow for appropriate locational differentiation in the future context. 

In light of the growing significance of location, there is potential to focus on options for 
locational differentiation within market operation and pricing, along with 
complementary hedging mechanisms.   

Market co-ordination remains key 

A number of other markets with greater locational and temporal granularity operate with 
greater centralisation in terms of trading and dispatch, involving a more algorithmic 
focused approach for operating the market.  Greater reliance on central algorithms may, 
however, be restrictive for innovation and evolution of service offerings at a time when the 
system dynamics are changing, which could be counter-productive. 

Alternatively, fostering de-centralised and market-led solutions as much as possible, rather 
than increasing roles for central bodies, sounds preferable.  The underlying hypothesis is 
that increasing the role for market players in delivering consumer requirements will 
encourage innovation in service offerings and market-based trading opportunities.  This 
should support reduction in the role of central coordination in delivering consumer 
requirements.  Given this, the suggested focus is on retaining emphasis on market-led 
coordination as the underpinning philosophy. 

Decentralisation of security of supply delivery 

Building on the above theme of decentralised solutions, there is scope for this philosophy 
to increasingly be applied to security of supply considerations.  As the resource mix shifts, 
with demand side flexibility becoming more accessible and cross vector consumer-centric 
business models developing, the need for centrally procured capacity will change. 

An engaged service provider-led style model works on the basis that the providers will be 
able to build detailed knowledge of consumer requirements, including reliability.  This 
knowledge and the ability to offer differentiated services to different customers will enable 
a service provider to form an accurate assessment of the level of resource needed to 
deliver required reliability in a way that a central body cannot.  It will also allow the service 
provider to manage the resources within its portfolio in a range of ways to deliver required 
reliability across its customers. 

To support this, there is scope for focus on options for de-centralising responsibility 
for delivering reliability.  Additionally, this type of decentralised approach is likely to need 
to be accompanied by minimum standards for service offerings in order to provide 
protection to consumers. 

Rationalise low carbon policies within a cross vector intensity target 

Carbon remains an externality that needs to be addressed.  Delivering low carbon 
investment without direct support requires a carbon price (and associated wholesale 
electricity prices) that can incentivise delivery of the marginal low carbon technology.  
However, as the generation mix becomes less carbon intensive, the influence of the 
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carbon price upon wholesale electricity price formation starts to reduce.  This creates the 
prospect for a ‘divergence point’ for the role of carbon pricing as the primary driver for 
decarbonisation.  In the short to medium-term, non-dramatic carbon price increases can 
help to support reduced carbon emissions.  But at some point, diminishing returns from 
further increases may kick in and the challenge for carbon pricing alone to drive further 
decarbonisation increases.  In addition, there are other aspects of energy consumption, 
such as heating and transport, that lie outside the carbon pricing arrangements.  This 
situation does not support holistic decisions across vectors in respect of optimal solutions 
for all energy use. 

In this context, there may be merits in the longer-term of a form of carbon intensity 
standard with an obligation on service providers to reduce the carbon content of the 
energy they sell, across different energy vectors.   

Where to focus? 

The framework above emphasises the following features: 

 less centralisation, including in relation to security of supply;  

 narrowing of the role for the SO;  

 more dynamic signals; and 

 ability to move towards more locational differentiation.   

Delivering this framework requires consideration of what can potentially be done to 
improve the quality of signals, for both operational and investment purposes, across the 
spatial and temporal dimensions in order to create market signals that can dynamically 
reflect value at different times and include locational differentiation. 

In terms of the spatial dimension, there is the potential for an increased role for 
locational wholesale pricing arrangements that combine commodity and congestion 
values to a greater extent than today.   

For the temporal dimension, there is scope for greater emphasis on enhanced shorter-
term price signals to help drive efficient operation of a system with greater variability in 
generation and potential for demand flexibility and market-led investment in the future 
resource mix.  There are positive movements in this regard, including sharper imbalance 
pricing and shorter settlement periods. 

The future market will allow more freedom for players but also place more responsibility on 
them to deliver quality and security of supply.  The role of the SO will evolve and, while 
narrower, will involve complex interactions across voltage levels and the need to innovate 
to utilise the new system solutions that will emerge in the decarbonised system. 

A full report authored by AFRY Management Consulting for the ESC is available on the 
AFRY website. 

https://afry.com/sites/default/files/2019-12/esc_towardsnewframeworkforelectricitymarkets_fn.pdf
https://afry.com/sites/default/files/2019-12/esc_towardsnewframeworkforelectricitymarkets_fn.pdf
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